Abstract-Prior work has shown that compact analog circuits can faithfully represent and model fundamental biomolecular circuits via efficient log-domain cytomorphic transistor equivalents. Such circuits have emphasized basis functions that are dominant in genetic transcription and translation networks and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)-protein binding. Here, we report a system featuring digitally programmable 0.35 µm BiCMOS analog cytomorphic chips that enable arbitrary biochemical reaction networks to be exactly represented thus enabling compact and easy composition of protein networks as well. Since all biomolecular networks can be represented as chemical reaction networks, our protein networks also include the former genetic network circuits as a special case. The cytomorphic analog protein circuits use one fundamental association-dissociation-degradation building-block circuit that can be configured digitally to exactly represent any zeroth-, first-, and second-order reaction including loading, dynamics, nonlinearity, and interactions with other building-block circuits. To address a divergence issue caused by random variations in chip fabrication processes, we propose a unique way of performing computation based on total variables and conservation laws, which we instantiate at both the circuit and network levels. Thus, scalable systems that operate with finite error over infinite time can be built. We show how the building-block circuits can be composed to form various network topologies, such as cascade, fan-out, fan-in, loop, dimerization, or arbitrary networks using total variables. We demonstrate results from a system that combines interacting cytomorphic chips to simulate a cancer pathway and a glycolysis pathway. Both simulations are consistent with conventional software simulations. Our highly parallel digitally programmable analog cytomorphic systems can lead to a
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE large-scale simulation of stochastic biochemical reaction networks can play an important role in discovering pathways and parameters, analyzing intricate cell functions, predicting and preventing diseases, and designing synthetic circuits. However, biological networks often contain multi-scale, stochastic (noisy), nonlinear, non-modular, and feedback dynamical effects and therefore are extremely computationally intensive to simulate. For example, it has been estimated that it would take years to simulate the whole stochastic reaction events in an E. coli cell over one cell cycle [1] . In a recent work, a simulation of a single division of one of the smallest bacterium, M . genitalium, took 10 hours on a 128-node Linux cluster, even with highly simplified and mostly deterministic methods [2] . These methods do not implement the biologically exact Gillespie Stochastic Simulation Algorithm [3] for biochemical reaction network evolution.
To tackle this challenge, researchers have developed various hardware acceleration techniques that leverage parallelism by exploiting a number of CPUs, graphics processing units (GPUs), or field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [4] - [7] . However, these techniques have a common drawback that simulation time inevitably increases as molecular population size or network scale increases. This drawback arises because conventional Gillespie algorithms [3] , [8] require serial execution of each reaction event, and so more reaction events lead to longer simulation time. Although several algorithms such as tau-leaping methods [9] - [12] have been proposed to speed up the original Gillespie algorithm, they not only compromise accuracy but also are effective only when certain conditions (e.g., large molecular population for all species or distinct separation of timescales) are satisfied. Thus, previous solutions are ill-suited for simulation of general biological networks that naturally span multiple orders of magnitude in terms of timescale, molecular population size, and network size.
The approach that we propose has a fundamentally different nature from the previous solutions. It originates from the Fig. 1 . Deep similarities between a chemical reactions and transistor operation [13] . This "cytomorphic" mapping enables us to build efficient transistor circuits that quantitatively represent biochemical reaction networks.
"cytomorphic mapping" shown in Fig. 1 , which captures the deep mathematical similarities between the dynamics of a chemical reaction and subthreshold transistor operation [13] : For example, reactant and product concentrations are analogous to the electron concentrations at the source and the drain; forward and reverse reaction fluxes can be mapped into the forward and reverse electronic current flow; the chemical potential of an enzyme alters energy barriers to exponentially control reaction fluxes analogous to the way gate voltage exponentially control current flow; and remarkably, the two systems both exhibit the stochastics of Poisson shot noise.
Grounded on these similarities, we have revealed in our earlier publications that compact analog log-domain transistor circuits can be built to model chemical reactions efficiently and accurately [13] - [17] . In these realizations, we utilized the fact that electrochemical potential manifests itself as "log(chemical concentration) + energy" in chemistry and "log(electric current) + voltage" in transistors. That is, electric current represents concentration in this analogy. This arises from the logarithmic and exponential basis functions that transistors are born with. As such, it enables us to use log-domain analog circuits to create dynamical systems of the form dx dt = C + Dx + E (x ⊗ x) + Fu + G (x ⊗ u) y = Hx + Ku (1) where x, y and u denote the vectors for reactant concentrations, output concentrations, and input variables, respectively [14] , [16] . The matrix coefficients represent chemical-reaction kinetic parameters and ⊗ indicates the outer product. The above equation is general enough to create any combination of zeroth-, first-, and second-order chemical reactions. Therefore, log-domain cytomorphic circuits built on top of this principle can be very effective in making a quantitative connection between chemistry and electronics. For example, prior work in [17] showcased how this approach can be leveraged to implement an integrated circuit that models and simulates the dynamics of fundamental basis functions that are dominant in transcriptional networks. Reference [18] discusses how continuous-time signal processing inherent in this methodology, combined with the design of a novel noise generator based on amplified thermal noise, leads to highly parallel asynchronous stochastic simulation and network-size-invariant simulation time. These advantages enable massively parallel and high-speed simulation. Furthermore, the analogy described above suggests that analog circuit design principles accumulated over decades can be utilized to create highly efficient log-domain synthetic circuits in living cells [19] or to serve as a "unifying language" that symbolically represents molecular circuits, thereby helping analyze and design complex biological circuits [16] .
One critical shortcoming of the chip presented in [17] was that the types of networks it could model were limited to relatively simple transcriptional networks. However, biochemical reaction networks such as protein and metabolite networks exhibit complex dynamics and various forms of network topologies including cascade, fan-out, fan-in, and loop topologies. Modeling and simulation of such networks require highly versatile computational units which can be flexibly reconfigured to represent any network connectivity including subtle effects like loading: the use of molecules in a downstream unit reduces the number of molecules in the upstream unit that it connects to, thus altering both their dynamics. Thus, the main goal of this paper is to describe a system that can model and simulate arbitrary biochemical reaction networks in cells by composing basic cytomorphic modular units. Just as digital devices such as CPUs or GPUs can be programmed to perform any desired computation, our flexible system can be programmed to simulate arbitrary biochemical reaction networks.
It is important to note that such an attempt based on analog hardware faces two critical challenges. First, as previous researchers have reported [14] , [20] , [21] , solutions generated by such simulation easily diverge due to random mismatches inherent in analog circuits. Second, analog hardware tends to not be very flexible, which makes it difficult to simulate diverse networks using the same circuitry. To cope with both issues, we propose a methodology and framework that uses "total" variables and conservation laws for computation. In addition, within this framework, we engineer a "protein chip" which contains an array of universal association-dissociation-degradation building-block circuits (a.k.a. protein blocks) that leverage digital bits and digital circuits to enhance programmability and scalability of analog blocks.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II describes the use of total variables and conservation laws to address the divergence issue. Section III presents the overview of the system and the details of a protein block. Section IV shows how to compose and configure protein blocks to model various network topologies. Section V illustrates two simulation examples of biological networks, namely, a cancer pathway and a glycolysis pathway, that demonstrate the functionality of our system. Section VI summarizes the specifications of the protein chip. Section VII discusses the significance of our work and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. SOLVING THE DIVERGENCE ISSUE USING TOTAL VARIABLES AND CONSERVATION LAWS
The mathematics of biochemical reactions requires that every time a product is created, each of the reactants is consumed. Because of this "loading" effect, an identical flux term appears in the differential equations for the product and reactants, but with opposite signs (assuming all stoichiometric coefficients are 1 or -1 for simplicity). Mismatches due to random variations in physical analog devices make it challenging to solve differential equations while preserving such detailed balance in the fluxes.
For instance, consider a simple transformation reaction A B. Previous methods have been attempted to solve this reaction by constructing two integrator circuits to separately solve the two differential equations for A and B, given by
where k f and k r are the reaction rate constants for the forward and reverse reaction respectively, and mm 1 and mm 2 denote mismatch errors due to random variations in fabrication processes.
To reach steady state, both d[A]/dt and d[B]
/dt need to evolve to zero but such evolution can never occur if there is any mismatch. A mathematical proof illustrates why: The Jacobian or dynamic-evolution matrix corresponding to (2) is given by
and its eigenvalues can be calculated by solving
If the two eigenvalues are defined as λ 1 and λ 2 , the solution of (2) has the form of
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are constants. Unless one eigenvalue is zero, this system cannot have a nonzero steady-state solution. From (4), it can be seen that a zero eigenvalue is obtained only when mm 1 = mm 2 . Since mm 1 and mm 2 are random physical variables, their values cannot be exactly the same. Therefore, the solution diverges to either 0 or ∞, depending on the relative size of the mismatches. Fig. 2(a) shows a case where a 1% mismatch between the two flux terms for the forward reaction is assumed (i.e., mm 1 = 0.01 and mm 2 = 0). Although the waveforms seem to approach steady state on a fast timescale, they eventually diverge to infinity on a slow timescale, no matter how small the mismatch is. In light of the fact that biological processes often span a wide range of timescales, such divergence can be catastrophic. We now discuss how the use of "total" variables can avoid such divergence in the differential equations.
Since outgoing fluxes from a reactant differential equation lead to precisely matched incoming fluxes in a product differential equation, the "total" stoichiometric number of reactant and product molecules remains conserved in a reaction. If the total concentration of products and reactants and the product concentrations are known, we can exploit this conservation law to determine the free-reactant molecular concentration by subtraction: As shown in an example of a binding reaction in Fig. 2(c) any created products are subtracted from the "total" amount of reactants via "use-it-and-lose-it" negative-feedback loops to obtain the "free" amount of reactant currently in the reaction. Since the total amount of reactant (or product) is represented by a conserved variable, there is no divergence. Due to the negative feedback inherent in all chemical reactions (reactant use lowers forward reaction flux and product creation increases backward reaction flux [13] ), the amount of free reactant adjusts to a steady-state value that balances fluxes in a single product differential equation regardless of whether there is mismatch. In essence, by avoiding the use of redundant product and reactant fluxes that should be exactly the same in two differential equations in theory but simply cannot be equal in practice, mismatched fluxes do not integrate up to cause divergence. Rather, just a finite steady-state error is caused by random device mismatch, e.g., a mismatch between the input and output currents of a current mirror (modeled as mm 3 in (6)). It may manifest itself as an offset error along the signal pathway. However, this error can be minimized via well-known analog-circuit techniques, digital calibration, or by digital programming of analog parameters to the relatively modest precision needed in biology. Furthermore, conservation laws in molecular number are easily mapped into conservation laws in electron number, i.e., Kirchhoff's current law, in our analog circuits.
As an example, in the case of a transformation reaction, A B, our method results in a single differential equation and a conservation parameter, [Atot] , that are represented as 
and the Jacobian matrix becomes
It is easy to show that the latter matrix has a zero eigenvalue and a negative eigenvalue. Hence, regardless of the value of mm 3 , we obtain a non-zero steady-state solution with no divergence.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM Fig. 3 depicts the overview of the hardware of our system. We have thus far implemented two kinds of cytomorphic chipsthe "gene chip" [17] and the "protein chip" of this paper, which focus on the dynamics that show up in DNA/RNA networks and protein/metabolite networks, respectively. To enable large-scale Note the "use-it-and-lose-it" negative-feedback loop which yields the free amount of A. In our cytomorphic chips, concentration variables are represented by electric current. Thus, this subtraction is easily carried out by the conservation law of current (i.e., Kirchhoff's current law). Fig. 3 . Overall architecture of the hardware of the system. On a cytomorphic board, many cytomorphic chips (i.e., gene chips [17] and protein chips) are connected to one another via an FPGA to run massively parallel simulations of stochastic biochemical reaction networks. Both of the cytomorphic chips contain various reconfigurable building-block circuits that are digitally programmed to model and simulate various cell functions. Reconfiguration of their parameters and intra-chip connectivity is achieved by electric currents created by DACs and digital bits stored in memory. Routing channels convey electric currents that represent state variables from one block to another as configured. ADCs are used to read out the value of state variables. Gene chips have mass action and Michaelis-Menten reaction blocks, Hill blocks, ITD blocks, analogic DACs, gain and time constant blocks, and stochastic circuits. Protein chips have protein blocks and stochastic circuits. A protein block is shown in the rightmost subfigure as an example.
simulations, a number of these chips are mounted on a printedcircuit board (PCB), where they interact with one another via molecular data packets with an FPGA.
Each chip contains an array of several digitally programmable analog building-block circuits that quantitatively model essential bio-molecular basis functions in cells. The circuits in a gene chip include 1) a "mass action and Michaelis-Menten reaction block" to map the mass-action kinetics of simple binding reactions, 2) a "Hill block" to model cooperative binding, 3) an "ITD block" to capture the dynamics associated with the bindings between inducer, transcription-factor, and DNA molecules, 4) an "analogic DAC" to model probabilistic gene transcription depending on the state of DNA promoters, 5) a "gain and time constant block" to set the gain and timescale of transcription and translation, and 6) a "stochastic circuit" to mimic the high levels of noise of low-copy-number molecules by amplifying inherent Poisson noise in transistors. Detailed descriptions of these circuits can be found in [17] and [18] . On the other hand, a protein chip contains several copies of association-dissociationdegradation circuits, or "protein blocks," and stochastic circuits. The protein block is described in detail in Section III-A and the stochastic circuits are described in a companion paper [18] .
The building-block circuits can be interconnected to one another via on-chip routing channels. Digital bits to define this connectivity, as well as reaction rates, initial conditions, Hill coefficients, and various switch configurations are stored in digital-memory devices such as SRAM blocks and shift registers. These memory devices are programmed by the FPGA, which can also read out any state variables from the chips or perform high-speed digital signal processing as needed. Note that analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs) allow for the chips to easily interface with traditional digital processors such as FPGAs, DSP processors, or standard digital computers, thereby enhancing the usability of our hardware as a flexible co-processor with existing tools. The details of the ADCs and DACs can be found in [17] . In the current implementation, a software program running in MATLAB communicates with the FPGA to send parameters for chip configuration and to receive chip data for real-time simulation and display. In essence, analog/digital circuits and continuous/discrete time operations collectively process information in a parallel and relatively seamless fashion to create a fast, flexible, and efficient device for biological simulations.
A. The Protein Block
The protein block implements a universal biochemical basis function, A + B C + D that can be configured to represent any arbitrary zeroth-, first-, and second-order reaction including association, dissociation, transformation, and substitution. The digital programmability of 6 parameters over a wide range of values as well as 3 configuration switches enables flexibility. The use of 18 input/output ports enables interconnections among several blocks such that any combination of reactions in a network can be modeled (see Sections III-B and IV). Fig. 4 shows a simplified transistor schematic of the protein block, where some input and output ports, switches, and current mirrors are omitted for simplicity. The current-mode circuit utilizes a BiCMOS process technology, which offers superior matching characteristics, high Early voltage, and an exponential current-voltage relationship over a wide range of current levels. The block consists of two subtractors which implement "use-it-and-lose-it" negative-feedback loops; a Hill block to compute the forward current rate with a Hill coefficient
n ) [17] ; a multiplier to compute the reverse rate (I C f ree · I D f ree /I K D rv ); a multiplier to compute the degradation (I C f ree · I ratC /I O ne ) rate; and an integrator that accumulates these rate currents to create an analog output current that proportionately represents the concentration of product molecules.
This integrator is a three-input differential current-mode integrator designed specifically for the protein block. According to the translinear principle applied to the three loops around 1) 4 and Q 7 without causing any base-current loss from the capacitor node (V C ) or voltage error due to the body effect [17] . CLK and CLK are digital random clock signals generated by the stochastic circuit, which turn on and off the current charging the capacitor to induce fluctuations in the capacitor voltage [18] . Fig. 5 (a) is a block diagram of the circuit in Fig. 4 , showing its 7 inputs, 11 outputs, 6 parameters, and 3 switches. Among them, the following signals are the ones that are used most frequently: Atot/Btot/Cf ree (inputs); Af ree/Bf ree/Ctot (outputs); and KDf w/kr (parameters). The remaining signals and parameters provide means for configuring arbitrary biochemical reaction networks in a flexible fashion as we discuss later. Note that kr and kdeg in Fig. 5(a) are mapped into the physical circuit parameters I kr /C · φ t and I kdeg /C · φ t , respectively. Fig. 5(b) shows a symbol for the protein block which displays the heart of its computation along with critical input and output ports for a common configuration where A and B interact to generate C.
Our circuit also represents a D variable that can interact with C to effectively generate a reverse reaction current dependent on the concentrations of D and C. While this additional degree of freedom is useful in the most general cases for composing arbitrary networks as we discuss later, for simplicity, we shall begin with a discussion of just A, B, and C.
In a typical configuration for a binding reaction, where Df ree/KDrv = 1, ratC = kdeg = 0, and n = 1, the model in Fig. 5 (a) solves
where kf = kr/KDf w. As seen from the above equations, the amount of the product Ctot is subtracted from the total amount of the reactants, Atot and Btot, to obtain the free amount of the reactants, Af ree and Bf ree. These two inherent "use-itand-lose-it" feedback loops, explicitly represented in Fig. 5(a) , model the effect of loading as explained in Section II and in Fig. 2 . If Atot and Btot are constants and Ctot is not used in any downstream reaction (i.e., Cf ree = Ctot), the equations above are simply equivalent to the following set of familiar differential equations:
B. Programmability of the Protein Block
The programmable components of a protein block may be summarized as follows: 1) 6 parameters: (KDf w), (KDrv, kr), and (kdeg, ratC) are used to control forward, reverse, and degradation rates, respectively. The latter five parameters are set by the currents generated by DACs and programmable over a dynamic range of 100 dB. The Hill coefficient, n, can be tuned to be between 1 and 4 by programming the effective size of above-threshold transistors M 35 and M 36 in Fig. 4 .
2) 3 types of switches: The A F B EN and B F B EN
switches are used to select the order of reaction. For a second-order reaction, they are both switched on such that the two "use-it-and-lose-it" feedback loops are in effect; for a first-order reaction, only A F B EN is on and Btot is set to be constant (or vice versa); and for a zeroth-order reaction, both are off, with Atot and Btot being constant. They are also switched off when reactants such as DNA or mRNA are recycled after use by polymerases or ribosomes and are thus effectively not consumed when products are made. These switches are also manipulated for certain network topologies. The four F F EN switches and the Ctot switch in Fig. 5(a) are used for fan-in configurations (see Section IV-F). 3) 7 input and 11 output ports: In Fig. 5(a) Cf ree cp, and Df ree cp. Depending on the required connectivity, all of these input and output ports can be connected to any other ports via a routing bus composed of 100 parallel wires. Since variables are represented by electric currents, merging of multiple signals at a node results in addition or subtraction, depending on the direction of each current.
IV. PROTEIN-BLOCK CONFIGURATIONS FOR MODELING ARBITRARY NETWORK TOPOLOGIES
As implied in the foregoing sections, computation in our system relies on the variables that represent the total quantities of species, a.k.a. the total variables. These variables include all the quantities of downstream species that originate from them. For example, for a cascade reaction network The above examples indicate that performing computation in a framework based on total variables and conservation laws calls for an unconventional way of handling state variables. Each block is responsible for appropriately processing signals that are sent from upstream and downstream blocks and propagating them to other blocks, depending on the network topology. Fig. 7 summarizes the configuration of protein blocks designed for each of the basic topologies. With these basic configurations, any complex network topology can be represented via composition of many such configurations. These basic configurations are explained in more detail below. To understand these explanations in detail, it is helpful to have Fig. 7 at hand. Fig. 7(a) )
A. Cascade (
Cascade is a type of chemical process where a product of a reaction serves as a reactant of the following reaction. In our framework, it can be modeled as follows:
1) Insert the current block's Ctot to Atot (or Btot) of the next reaction block. In the current block, Af ree = Atot − Ctot; Bf ree = Btot − Ctot. 2) In case a reverse reaction or a degradation reaction exists in the current block, bring Af ree (or Bf ree) from the next block to Cf ree of the current block. Repeat step 1 and 2 until the end of the cascade chain. 3) For the last block of the cascade chain, its Ctot is not used anywhere, such that Ctot and Cf ree are identical as configured in the rightmost block in Fig. 7(a) . Note that in the example cascade network in Fig. 7 (a) which models ∅ → P, P → Q → R, and R → ∅, the leftmost block implements a zeroth-order reaction (∅ → P ). Thus, Atot should be a constant parameter, Btot/KDf w is set as 1, and both A F B EN and B F B EN should be switched off. Each of the two blocks on the right implements a first-order reaction (P → Q and Q → R). Thus, the Atot port receives a variable, Btot/KDf w is 1, and only A F B EN is switched on.
When any species degrades, it is important to back propagate degradation fluxes in a given variable to all total variables upstream of it that it is a part of. Back propagation is accomplished 
(a) Cascade with degradation (∅ → P, P → Q → R, R → ∅). (b) Fan-out (P + Q R, P + S T ). (c) Michaelis-Menten reaction (E + S ES → E + P ). (d) Fan-in with degradation (∅ → P, ∅ → Q, P R, Q R, R → ∅).
by using rv up and Cdeg ports, as in Fig. 7(a) , and degradation rate constants are set by ratC and kdeg in Fig. 5(a) . Fig. 8 shows the chip simulation results of a simple cascade reaction network, P → Q → R → S → T . From Fig. 8(a) Fig. 8(b) is the result when a degradation reaction T → ∅ is added to the network. The value of [T ] decreases, while all remaining free variables are invariant as expected. (Fig. 7(b 
B. Fan-Out

))
Fan-out is a network topology where one species acts as a reactant of multiple reactions. Assuming that [P ] is such a species, the algorithm for network composition is as follows:
1) Designate one block as the main block where [P tot] comes in. Fig. 7(b) ) and subtract them from [P tot] of the main block to compute [P free]. Note that Ctot of the main block is subtracted inside the block by enabling the A F B EN switch in Fig. 4 and is thus not shown in Fig. 7(b) .
2) Take the Ctot outputs of all the blocks where [P ] is used as a reactant ([R] and [T ] in
3) Send the resulting [P free] to Atot (or Btot) of another block that uses [P ] as a reactant. For this non-main block, disable the A F B EN (or B F B EN ) switch, since subtraction is already done in the main block. 4) If there is a third block using [P ] as a reactant, send the
Af ree output of the second block to the Atot (or Btot) port of the third block. Repeat this for all such blocks. This method preserves scalability since it does not require additional subtractors or variable copiers (i.e., current mirrors) proportional to the number of fan-out blocks. Note also that Df ree/KDrv should be set as 1 for both protein blocks in Fig. 7(b) because the reverse reactions are first-order in this particular example.
C. Dissociation / Replacement
When a reaction has two products, as in dissociation and replacement reactions, we use two protein blocks to model it. Each block is designed to account for one product variable. However, the two blocks have identical forward and reverse rates. These rates are thus sent from rate fw and rate rv outputs of one block to Cprod and Cdeg inputs of the other block. It should be pointed out that if the two products do not degrade or always degrade with the same rate, they will have the same value. In this case, there is no need to use the second block; we can just use two copies of a block's Ctot to represent the two products, respectively.
D. Dimerization / Monomerization
Dimerization is a special case of a synthesis reaction which calls for special treatment. The key is to have the same species for the two reactants and to consider the fact that the production of one dimer consumes two monomers. Thus, the amount of the product should be subtracted twice from the reactant. This is achieved by creating a Ctot output with opposite polarity and sending it to the Atot port of the same block, in addition to inherent subtraction that occurs via a "use-it-and-lose-it" feedback loop.
On the other hand, monomerization is the reverse process of dimerization, where one reactant produces two products of a kind. Thus, half the amount of the product should be subtracted from the reactant. The trick to accomplish this is adding two copies of Ctot and treating it as the product, and then the desired subtraction is taken care of automatically.
When dimerization or monomerization reactions exist in the network, particular attention should be paid to make sure that correct degradation rates propagate upward. To handle this, the rates can be adjusted using kdeg parameters or by adding two copies of rv up. (Fig. 7(c) Fig. 9 shows the chip simulation results for a typical Michaelis-Menten reaction configured as in Fig. 7(c) . It can be observed that by the activity of enzymes, all substrates are gradually converted to products over time and the level of [ES] increases when the enzymes are at work. (Fig. 7(d 
E. Michaelis-Menten Reaction
F. Fan-In
))
Fan-in is the case when a species is produced by two or more different reactions, which necessitates the most sophisticated setup among all topologies. The basic principle is to add or subtract whatever flux that comes from or goes to other reaction branches, respectively, in the current and all upstream stages, just like the degradation flux is subtracted in the current and all upstream stages. If not implemented properly, this configuration may lead to physically impossible results where Ctot attempts to go above Atot or Btot or below zero. Thus, we describe a detailed algorithm for fan-in: 1) Among all the blocks that produce the same species, designate one block as the main block (in Fig. 7(d) , the top right block, for species [R]). 2) Gather all rates in the main block. That is, send all the forward (rate fw) and reverse rates (rate rv) of non-main blocks to the Cprod and Cdeg port of the main block, respectively. This creates the "total" forward (fw tot) and reverse (rv tot) rates, which are used to compute Ctot in the main block. Degradation rates are also added to the Cdeg port. 3) Send fw tot and rv tot to Cprod and Cdeg of the nonmain blocks, respectively. 4) In each of the non-main blocks, subtract its own forward and reverse rate from the total forward and reverse rate, respectively. This subtraction is accomplished by flipping the four F F EN switches shown in Fig. 5(a) , and the results are produced at the fw up and rv up port. 5) Propagate fw up and rv up of each block to its upstream stages. 6) Connect Ctot of the main block to Ctot in of the nonmain blocks, so that Af ree and Bf ree of these blocks can be calculated. For the non-main blocks, the Ctot switch shown in Fig. 5(a) should be toggled up for this purpose. 7) The main block receives Cf ree from a subsequent stage, or from its own Ctot port when no subsequent stage exists, as in Fig. 7(d) . A copy of Cf ree (i.e., Cf ree cp) is sent to the Cf ree port of the non-main blocks, so that they can compute the reverse rates. Note that the algorithm described above is a general method which works for any fan-in case. For certain cases, such as networks that consist of irreversible reactions or reactions that do not consume their reactants (e.g., transcription or translation), the configurations are much simpler.
G. Loop
Loop indicates the case in which the last reaction of a pathway regenerates the reactant of the first reaction. A well-known example in biology is the citric acid cycle, where oxaloacetate serves as both the first reactant and the final product. When the final reaction of a loop is irreversible, its configuration is relatively straightforward and similar to the strategy for MichaelisMenten reactions described in Section IV-E.
On the other hand, when the final reaction is reversible, it can be implemented by the combination of fan-out and fan-in configurations. For example, a network given by P Q R S P can be implemented by following the fan-out procedure (for [P ] ) and the fan-in procedure (for [R]).
V. SIMULATION EXAMPLES OF BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
The protein chip was fabricated in an ams 0.35 μm BiCMOS technology. Fig. 10 shows a die micrograph of the chip, where essential components are labeled. To verify the functionality of the computational tool we created, we were motivated to simulate various biological networks by programming our chips, including cancer pathways and metabolic pathways. As examples, we present the results for a p53 signaling pathway [23] and a glycolysis pathway [24] . These simulations particularly focused on testing the versatility of protein blocks in terms of modeling various network topologies.
The mathematical models of p53 and glycolysis pathways were obtained from BioModels Database [25] , which offers curated computational models of a variety of biological processes in Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) format [26] . To port such software models to our cytomorphic chips, we used the following procedure: First, a scale factor between biological time and chip time was determined by mapping the fastest timescale of the model to the fastest timescale of the chip. Second, a magnitude mapping was carried out such that the range of the level of state variables in the chip reliably covers that in the target biological network. Third, based on these time and magnitude mappings, biological parameters were converted to chip parameters. Finally, the model was analyzed in terms of the network topologies present in the model, which determined what kind of and how many building blocks were needed and how their input and output ports were interconnected.
As stated in Section III, the resulting chip parameters and connectivity information were conveyed to an FPGA, which programed cytomorphic chips. We used an Opal Kelly XEM6310 module which offers a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA and useful interfaces between a computer and the FPGA. After running a chip simulation, we compared its output with that obtained from conventional software simulation in COPASI [27] and MATLAB to verify the result.
A. p53 Signaling Pathway
The p53 signaling pathway is a network of great significance involved in DNA repair, apoptosis, and suppressing cancer. For this simulation, we used the two stochastic models in [23] , the ARF and the ATM model, shown in Figs. 11(a) and 12(a) , respectively. These models mathematically account for the In the ARF model, under normal conditions, the level of p53 is kept low since an increase in p53 concentration activates the production of Mdm2, and Mdm2 in turn enhances the degradation of p53. However, when DNA is damaged, the level of ARF protein rises, which sequesters Mdm2. As a result, the p53 level rises. On the other hand, in the ATM model, the sensing of DNA damage is carried out by ATM kinase, which phosphorylates p53 and Mdm2 to prevent their interactions and also enhances the degradation of Mdm2. Hence, the p53 level rises.
Tables I and II summarize biochemical reactions and their rate constants, chip rate constants set via time and magnitude mappings, and corresponding chip parameters to configure building block circuits for the ARF and the ATM model, respectively. As can be found in the tables, for the ARF model, 10 6 s of biological time was mapped into approximately 1 s of chip time and 1 molecule was mapped into approximately 1 nA of current in the cytomorphic chip. 7 protein blocks were used to model 14 reactions with 8 state variables; in the ATM model, 10 5 s of biological time was mapped into approximately 1 s of chip time and 1 molecule was mapped into approximately 3 nA of current. 9 protein blocks were used to model 20 reactions with 11 state variables. To run stochastic simulations, stochastic circuits were used, whose details are described in [18] . Furthermore, to illustrate how block-to-block connections can be made, the connectivity configurations for the two models are presented in Fig. 11(b) and 12(b) , respectively. Reaction numbers are consistent with the original model in [23] and in Fig. 11(a) . KDrv of N/A refers to "no reverse reaction", in which case KDrv can be set as any value. All Hill coefficients are 1. The unit "mol" in biological rate constants denotes the number of molecules. IR indicates the dose of irradiation and dam D N A indicates the amount of damaged DNA.
TABLE II CHIP PARAMETERS FOR P53 SIMULATION (ATM MODEL)
Reaction numbers are consistent with the original model in [23] and in Fig. 12(a) . K D rv of N/A refers to "no reverse reaction", in which case K D rv can be set as any value. All Hill coefficients are 1. The unit "mol" in biological rate constants denotes the number of molecules. I R indicates the dose of irradiation and dam D N A indicates the amount of damaged DNA. Using the rapid equilibrium approximation, the rate constants for Mdm2 phosphorylation and dephosphorylation (reactions 20 and 21) were reduced by 100 times.
To explain how chip parameters are set, let us take Reaction 2 to 4 in Table I as examples. Starting from Block 2, we can configure protein blocks such that they yield the desired dynamics with the rate constants listed in the fourth column of Table I . First, Reaction 3 and 4 both reduce Mdm2 p53, so the sum of the two rate constants (8.42E2 s −1 ) is modeled using kr (it is also possible to model them separately using kr and kdeg). According to (9) , the reverse rate is kr/(Cφ t ) · Cf ree · (Df ree/KDrv) (every 'I' in (9) is omitted for simplicity), where Cf ree (= Ctot) here represents Mdm2 p53 and Df ree/KDrv is set as 1. Thus, since C = 9.2 nF for this test and φ t = 25.9 mV, kr = 200 nA gives the desired rate constant. The Atot and Btot port of Block 2 receive p53tot from Block 1 and Mdm2tot from Block 4, respectively. Besides, ARF Mdm2 created in Block 7 comes to the Btot port with an opposite direction, to model the fan-out of Mdm2. Next, we need to create the forward rate constant of 1.2 E3 nA −1 s −1 . According to (9) , the forward rate is kr/(Cφ t ) · Af ree · (Bf ree/KDf w) n , where Af ree and Bf ree represent p53free and Mdm2free, respectively, and n = 1. Since kr/(Cφ t ) is set to be 8.42E2 s −1 above, KDf w = 0.724 nA yields the desired forward rate constant (a slight error is due to rounding). Reaction 2 is a second-order reaction, so A F B EN and B F B EN are both set as 1 (i.e., switch is closed). To create a degradation rate at the rv up port to propagate to the Cdeg port of Block 1, ratC is set as 1. Other protein blocks can be configured in a similar manner. As can be seen, this conversion process can easily become tedious and error prone when done manually. Thus, we are working toward developing a compiler which automates the task of processing biological model files to generate optimal chip configurations [28] . Fig. 13(a)-(h) show the simulation results of software and the chip for the two models, when a short irradiation event occurs at time = 0. It can be seen that the chip simulations produce waveforms that are highly correlated to those of the software simulations, for both deterministic and stochastic simulations. For the ARF model, the percentage difference in the oscillation period between software and the chip is 1.67%. The discrepancy between software and the chip is primarily due to random mismatches between transistors. Bipolar differential-pair transistors and MOS differential-pair transistors are sized such that the resulting current mismatch has a standard deviation of 1% and 3.6%, respectively. Optimizing matching characteristics of the system will be an important topic for future studies. Other work, e.g., in [13] , [29] , has shown how digitally programmable analog systems can compensate for many mismatches and errors.
Note that the oscillatory behavior of the ATM model is exhibited only when noise is added, due to the averaging effect present in the deterministic model [23] . Thus, it is a kind of biological phenomena which can only be studied by taking stochastic modeling approaches. For such phenomena, deterministic simulations are not sufficient to verify that the model adequately reflects the essence of the biological process and cannot explain the data acquired from biological experiments [12] .
B. Glycolysis Pathway
Glycolysis is one of the most important metabolic pathways that converts glucose into pyruvate. The target model presented in [24] consists of 10 biochemical reactions, most of which are enzyme-catalyzed reactions. Interestingly, the model contains many different types of reactions and topologies -irreversible and reversible reactions, Michaelis-Menten reactions, cascade (GLC → F 6P → F BP → . . .), fan-out (e.g., ATP used in multiple reactions), fan-in (e.g., ADP produced in multiple reactions), and loop (e.g., NAD → DP G → . . . → ACA NAD). Our goal was to emulate the oscillatory behavior of this network, which is known to provide insight into characterizing the kinetics of the pathway. All reactions and corresponding chip parameters are listed in Table III. TABLE III  CHIP PARAMETERS FOR GLYCOLYSIS SIMULATION It should be noted that the rate laws of enzyme-catalyzed reactions in biochemical networks are often not expressed as mass action kinetics. However, it is in fact possible to decompose those rate equations into rates based on mass action kinetics. For example, the first reaction of the glycolysis pathway, GLC + AT P → F 6P + ADP , is known to be an irreversible ordered bi-bi mechanism. It has the rate expression of Table I in [24] ), where V max represents the maximum rate of this reaction and K M 1 and K M 2 represent Michaelis-Menten constants. This type of mechanism can be decomposed into a set of reactions with the form of E + A EA, EA + B EAB, and EAB → E + P + Q, as shown in Table III . V max can be set by Atot of Block 4 and kf (= kr/KDf w) of Block 6, and K M 1 and K M 2 can be set by KDf w of Block 4 and 5, respectively. Fig. 14(a) and (b) reveals that the chip simulation of this first enzymatic reaction (12 unidirectional reactions listed in Table III) produces the dynamics that are in good agreement with software simulation. Another reaction in the pathway, F 6P + AT P → F BP + ADP , involves allosteric inhibition and activation by ATP and AMP, respectively, and can be decomposed into the 8 unidirectional reactions shown in Table III [24] , [30] . Their kinetic rate constants can be derived from the original "lumped" rate expression to yield the same dynamics.
To express complex nonlinear rate equations that appear frequently, it is possible to design a few dedicated circuits to create those equations. The Hill block and the analogic DAC are examples of such circuits. Functions such as delay are more suitable for digital processing and are readily processed by an FPGA. In cases where abstraction is acceptable, the input-output characteristics of a given function can be approximated using a Hill coefficient and a dissociation constant to set the slope and threshold of the curve.
The range of timescales and molecular concentration of the model suggested that 3270 s of biological time was suitable for mapping into 1 s of chip time and 1 mM of molecular concentration was suitable for mapping into 100 nA of current in the chip. Based on these mappings, the chip parameters were determined, as summarized in Table III . The 10 reactions in the glycolysis pathway were decomposed into 54 unidirectional reactions with 30 state variables. In addition to the 25 protein blocks listed in Table III , one additional block was required to model the Hill coefficient of the reverse rate of block 10. The connections between the input and output ports of the blocks were established, using 77 channels of the on-chip routing bus.
During the simulation, we found that the model is sensitive to errors in parameters and state variables caused by the limited resolution of DACs and transistor mismatches. Thus, we made two simplifications: First, since the ATP concentration barely changes in the model, we assumed that its level is constant. Second, to reduce the error caused by the DACs, chip-to-chip data communication is done via analog currents rather than digital bits. Future versions of cytomorphic chips will incorporate error compensation circuits, eliminating the need for these adjustments. Fig. 15(a) and (b) show the results of the simulations run by software and the chip, respectively. It can be seen that the chip simulation is successful in capturing the small oscillations in the network. In periodic steady state, the period of oscillation in the chip simulation is 17.6% higher than that in the software simulation. The oscillation amplitude of NADH shows the biggest discrepancy, because it turns out to be particularly sensitive to the mismatches in the variables sent between the blocks in the feedback loop around NADH. The delay due to parasitic capacitances in the system also has an effect of increasing both the amplitude and period of oscillation. Table IV outlines the performance characteristics of the protein chip. Our system can easily handle over five orders of magnitude of molecular concentrations and reaction rate constants, an important feature as a general-purpose biochemical reaction simulator [31] , [32] . A protein block currently occupies 0.04 mm 2 in the chip. Note that this area will shrink with the use of modern process technologies, such as a 90 nm SiGe BiCMOS process, that offer smaller transistor sizes and better matching properties [33] - [37] .
VI. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROTEIN CHIP
VII. DISCUSSION
The two simulation examples reveal the capability of cytomorphic chips to model and reproduce the essential dynamics of complex networks that contain various network topologies such as cascade, fan-out, fan-in, and loop. Employing modern process technologies and well-established error correction techniques will drastically improve the precision of our simulation in future chips [13] , [33] . A recent prototype of our cytomorphic board has a computing power that enables modeling and simulation of up to 1,400 biochemical reactions. A proof-of-concept demonstration is presented in [18] , along with speed, power, and accuracy performance comparisons between the board and software. Notably, it was shown that the board can yield a speedup of 311x over COPASI, a fast biochemical-reaction simulator, and 15,500x over conventional MATLAB simulation. This speedup comes not only from the system architecture in favor of parallel execution of tasks analogous to GPUs, but also from the invention of novel noise generators that use amplified thermal noise to create random fluctuations for low-copy-number molecules and processing stochastic events in the continuous-time domain. These factors allow our system to run stochastic simulations with network-size-invariant speed. As exemplified in the simulation of a p53 pathway, including stochasticity is crucial in exploring cellular phenomena driven by rare stochastic events, e.g., drug resistance, ageing, phenotypic heterogeneity, cancer, and Alzheimer's disease. Our system can potentially provide a huge benefit in studying such phenomena.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Our work suggests that the combination of 1) exploiting the cytomorphic mapping to construct efficient digitally programmable analog transistor circuits, 2) solving the divergence issue through the use of total variables and conservation laws, 3) designing block-to-block connection rules that work for any network formation, and 4) unconventional continuous-time simulation to enable highly parallel processing of stochastic events leads to the creation of a fast and efficient computation tool which can speed up the simulation of large-scale stochastic biochemical reaction networks.
